
 

 

2U Calls Build on Potential M&A Bets 

Ticker/Price: TWOU ($27.50) 

 

Analysis: 

2U (TWOU) with buyers of 3,300 April $30 calls this morning from $1.70 to $1.90, more than 5.5X average, and still has 

1,300 July $30 calls in OI from buyers. TWOU is breaking out of a bull flag today and back above its 200-MA for the first time 

in a while with some headline relief from the Democratic primary last night. TWOU has been an ugly chart technically but 

basing since July 2019 and moving out of a narrow range and into a gap that targets $35. The $1.58B company has been an 

activist situation since last Fall when Sachem Head disclosed a 2% stake. The firm believe TWOU would be an attractive 

target for a number of companies in the space given the breadth of their education consulting programs across both bachelors 

and master’s degree programs. Private equity would also be an ideal landing spot as their balance sheet and underlying 

business remain strong. Sachem Head recently was successful with another deal in the space with Instructure. TWOU focuses 

on building and supporting online education programs through their cloud-based tech and has partners like Yale University. 

Shares trade 2.76X sales and 10.28X cash with mid-teens revenue growth. Analysts have an average target for shares of $41. 

Citi with a $28 PT while DA Davidson and BMO both positive late last year seeing "early signs of stability" as the company's 

graduate program segment and its alternative credential segment performed better than expectations, reflecting the 

management's efforts to improve operational efficiency. Short interest is 17.6% but down from around 22% in November. 

Hedge fund ownership rose 11% in Q4, Hound Partners and Jericho also buying stock while Sachem Head’s stake now 2.8M 

shares. Nomura also with 5.2M shares and often a proxy for other activists as we’ve seen in ARMK and HPQ. TWOU has seen 

a number of insider buys as well since August including two different $1M buys from directors around $14 while the COO 

bought near $500k in August.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: TWOU impressive relative strength, not many multi-week highs in this tape and looks like 

could see a deal get done.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


